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Week 2:

Chapter 3
The Principles
of Well-Being

 Social Emotional Learning Is NOT
Just Soft Skills
 Happiness
 The Power of Dignity
 Separating Dignity from Respect
 Putting Principles Into Action
 Understanding Emotional
Regulation
 Emotional Granularity
 Anxiety
 Self Compassion

NOT Just “Soft Skills”


A sense of belonging is critical to physical, psychological and emotional development and
well being.



Ways to support belonging in a digital environment:


Encourage a new extra curricular activity



Encourage activities where students indicate they’ve felt connected to peers in past



Choose a way to support the school or your student’s teachers



Be deliberate with scheduling and reaching out!



Digital “lunch dates” / lunch bunches / video chatting games



Consider outdoor activities with masked peers – hiking, biking, sidewalk chalk, tennis,
kickball, roller skating, neighborhood scavenger hunts

Happiness


Universal goal across most parents, most religions, most cultures



Happiness IS NOT a life free from conflict, pain, or difficult decisions/experiences



Happiness has been defined as:


A sense of meaning and purpose beyond oneself



Hope of success



Meaningful social connection



Fulfilling work (especially if working with others toward a common goal)



A place to process and find peace

The Power of Dignity




Definition: Dignity is the belief that we all have inherent worth.


It cannot be earned or lost; it is a non-negotiable right.



Every human has it and everyone has the same amount.

Transformative when it is the foundation of our relationships.




People who feel recognized, acknowledged, valued, & safe will seek and affirm those
feelings in others.

Knowing how to value diversity, being able to hold and understand counterviews, and
valuing different perspectives is key for advancing any society – including a classroom’s!
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Separating Dignity from Respect




Definition: Respect is a feeling of deep admiration for someone based on their abilities,
qualities and achievements.


Respect CAN be earned and lost as opposed to dignity which is inherent in all.



One of the most often misused words in the English language!

Loaded term in our culture: respect is often about the recognition of power, who has it
and who doesn’t. Often used to determine unconditional obedience.




Can condition individuals to remain silent when interacting with those in power (ie.
teachers, other adults)

With distance learning, we want to encourage students to feel comfortable raising
concerns, asking questions, and advocating for themselves.

Separating Dignity from Respect


Recommended Reading: Page 66 “Why is this important in distance learning?”



Dignity allows us to separate someone’s actions, behaviors, and choices from their essential
worth.





ie. You don’t have to respect what they’ve done but you do have to treat them with dignity.



Basis for positive / constructive interactions with peers and teachers



Important for both students AND parents

No problem is unsolvable or situation insurmountable when all parties treat each other with
dignity.

Emotional dysregulation
Apathy
Antagonism
Anxiety
Regression

…are all NORMAL BEHAVIOR RESPONSES
to stress for ages 7 to 17 (pg68)

Putting Principles Into Action
Principle 1: Listening is being prepared to be changed by what you hear


Listening attentively does NOT indicate agreement or acceptance. It does indicate that you
value the person’s thoughts and the time taken to share them with you.



Listen attentively to your student AND to their teachers if they open a dialogue.



Providing commentary or your opinions are NOT always helpful!

Putting Principles Into Action
Principle 2: No one knows everything, but together we know a lot!


We are ALL on a learning curve. YES – even now in 4th quarter!



It’s important to remember that our experiences as an adult are vastly different from what
our students are going through now. Our advice / wisdom / anecdotes may not be
applicable, helpful, or sending the presumed message.

Putting Principles Into Action
Principle 3: Activating curiosity, especially when we’re uncomfortable, is the key to learning.


Discomfort is the new norm and can lead to unexpected behaviors. Accepting and sitting in
that uncomfortable feeling is something we’re ALL learning – adults and students!



When faced with an undesired behavior from your student, ask curious questions.


Curious questions communicate that the person asking wants to gain greater insight and
understanding NOT pass a judgement.

Putting Principles Into Action
Principle 4: Asking for help is a skill, not a weakness.


Different cultures and families feel differently about this principle.



Helping our young people develop the skills to know when they need help, identify the
person that can offer them the help they need, and then seek out that person are skills that
can be truly lifesaving at any age.



Teachers, guidance counselors, school psychologists, other trusted school adults

Understanding Emotional Regulation
3 Keys to Emotional Intelligence:
1.

Emotions feel like they are happening TO you but are actually created BY you.

2.

Feelings are NOT facts. They are real but they are not permanent.

3.

Humans are not great at guessing how others feel, even when they’re our children.



Book covers three pieces of emotional regulation: emotional granularity, anxiety, & self
compassion.



Being able to think critically about what exactly you’re feeling gives you more control, selfawareness, and personal agency – and will help you teach those skills to your child(ren).

Emotional Granularity


Definition: the ability to have a wide range of precise, specific words to describe exactly how
you’re feeling.



The better you are at understanding and communicating your feelings  the better you can
understand your emotional state  the higher your emotional intelligence  the better you
can execute a strategy to manage and regulate your emotions



The more emotional granularity we have as parents, the more effective coaching we can
provide for our children to help them understand / process their emotions.

Anxiety


Definition: a physiological response to uncertainty or something the brain perceives as threatening



Two choices:
1.

The anxiety will hijack your health and your ability to process your feelings OR

2.

You can slow down and change your thinking, so you have more control over the anxiety



Anxiety is physical and craves a physical response: walk, exercise, meditate, deep breathing. It is
also mental: what exactly am I feeling? why am I feeling this way? what can I control?



If anxiety is interfering with your student’s day to day functioning, mental health support is essential!


If applicable and possible, let older students help select their therapist.

Self Compassion


Definition: Choosing to turn toward yourself with kindness and empathy.



We ALL make mistakes, bad choices, and end up in regrettable situations. We are constantly
comparing ourselves and our children to others. It’s inevitable human behavior.



Modeling compassion towards yourself will allow you to coach your children to act
compassionately to people in their lives, including themselves.



Approach and comfort yourself as you would a friend!


Anxiety and fear tend to decrease as feelings of safety and generosity increase.

Resource Highlights



10 Elements of Dignity – pg 65



Separating Dignity from Respect
Example – pg 66



Anxiety – pg 71-73



Self Compassion Strategies – pg 74

NEXT
WEEK:
MORE CHAPTER 3:
THE PRINCIPLES
OF WELL-BEING

Feedback may be sent to:
Tebra Page
Director of Pupil Services
TebraPage@solonboe.org
Fred Bolden
Solon Superintendent
FredBolden@solonboe.org

NOTE: If you still need a book, please
contact me ASAP!
annedellamorte@solonboe.org

